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Abstract

Acute and chronic lead poisoning is occurring throughout China and is a major cause of childhood morbidity. The Chinese government’s emphasis on industrial development and poverty reduction has, over the past three decades, decreased by 500 million the number of people surviving on less than one dollar per day, but has caused significant environmental degradation that threatens public health. Drawing upon in-depth interviews conducted in 2009 and 2010 with families affected by lead poisoning, environmental activists, journalists, government and civil society organization officials in Shaanxi, Henan, Hunan, and Yunnan provinces, as well as a review of scientific and Chinese media, and health and environmental legal and policy analysis, we examine the intersection of civil, political, economic, and social rights related to access to information, screening, treatment, and remediation related to lead poisoning. In-depth interviews in each province uncovered: censorship and intimidation of journalists, environmental activists, and parents seeking information about sources and prevention of lead poisoning; denial of screening for lead poisoning, often based upon arbitrary eligibility criteria; and inadequate and inappropriate treatment being promoted and provided by health facilities. Over the past decade, the Chinese government has prioritized health care and invested billions of dollars towards universal health coverage, and strengthened environmental to address industrial pollution and guarantee access to information on the environment. Yet, despite these reforms, information remains constrained and citizens seeking information and redress are sometimes arrested, in violation of Chinese and international law. Local government officials and national environmental policies continue to prioritize economic development over environmental protection. To effectively address lead poisoning requires an emphasis on prevention, and to combat industrial pollution requires stronger enforcement of existing laws and regulations, as well as accountability of local authorities charged with upholding environmental regulations. In this context, restrictions on such rights as freedom of expression, assembly, and political participation have direct consequences on the realization of the right to health.

Introduction

China has the world’s largest population and second largest economy. The country’s gross domestic product has increased tenfold in the last 15 years. Rural and industrial development over the three decades has helped reduce by 500 million the number of people in China surviving on less than one dollar a day. Undertaken without appropriate accompanying safeguards to mitigate negative impact, industrial development has also exacted a steep environmental price: widespread industrial pollution that has contaminated water, soil, and air and put the health of millions of people—likely even hundreds of millions—at risk. Currently, 20 of the world’s 30 most polluted cities are in China.

Lead poisoning is among the most common pediatric health problems
in China. While the lack of comprehensive data makes it difficult to determine the full extent of the epidemic, a number of sources, including academic and media reports, indicate that acute and chronic lead poisoning is a national public health emergency (see Figure 1). Lead poisoning can harm the body’s neurological, biological, and cognitive functions. Children are particularly susceptible, and high levels of lead exposure can cause reduced IQ and attention span, reading and learning disabilities, behavioral problems, hearing loss, and disruption in the development of visual and motor functioning. High levels of lead can cause brain, liver, kidney, and nerve damage, as well as anemia, comas, convulsions, and death.

The US Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC) has maintained that there is no threshold for the harmful effects of lead, and that blood lead concentrations lower than 10 μg/dL (micrograms of lead per deciliter of blood) have been associated with adverse cognitive effects in children. According to international guidelines, when a child’s blood lead level is 10–15 μg/dL, the first response should be nutritional and environmental intervention, which involves removing the source of contamination. When the source itself cannot be removed, or if the contamination of the surrounding environment is too widespread, people should be moved away from the contamination to avoid further exposure.

The Chinese government has developed numerous laws, regulations, and action plans promoting rigorous new standards for coal-fired plants designed to cut lead, mercury, sulfur dioxide, and nitrogen oxide emissions, and to encourage more environmentally friendly industries to decrease pollution. High-level government officials have also expressed concern about environmental conditions. For example,
Cheng Siwei, former vice chairman of the Standing Committee of the National People’s Congress, acknowledged in 2010 that the country has “paid heavy costs for all the environmental pollution, wasted resources, and ecological deterioration.”¹² Yet economic development is a key guiding principle of the country’s Twelfth Five-Year Plan for Environmental Protection (2011-2015), discouraging enforcement of environmental laws and regulations.¹³,¹⁴ In the past few years, it has been estimated that more than 100,000 “mass incidents” (protests) have occurred in China, many of which are related to appropriation of land and environmental degradation.¹⁵

**Methods**

A mixed-methods study was conducted which included: in-depth interviews with a) individuals affected by lead poisoning and b) key informants; analysis of international human rights law, national legislation, and government health and environmental policies; and a review of Chinese and English language media accounts of acute lead poisoning incidents.

In 2009 and 2010, 52 parents and grandparents, and six children, in heavily lead-contaminated villages in Shaanxi, Henan, Hunan, and Yunnan provinces were interviewed. Four government officials, responsible for restricting access to villages where high levels of lead poisoning have occurred, were also interviewed, as well as five Chinese and international journalists who had reported on lead poisoning issues in China. Eleven Chinese and international nongovernmental organization (NGO) workers familiar with pollution and lead poisoning in China were also interviewed.

Interviews with family members of children with a history of elevated blood lead levels took 45-90 minutes and were conducted in Chinese using a semi-structured questionnaire. Questions focused on knowledge about lead poisoning, access to information and blood lead testing, experiences seeking and receiving treatment, and interaction with government officials. The children interviewed ranged in age from 6-14. Interviews with children were typically shorter, between 15-30 minutes, and included questions about their health and well-being and school performance. Interviews were conducted in the presence of a parent or grandparent.

Interviews with key informants from government and national and international NGOs took 30-45 minutes, on average. These interviews used a semi-structured questionnaire focused on Chinese government policies and practices related to blood lead testing and treatment, as well as the availability of public information on lead pollution and exposure, including journalism on lead poisoning and “mass incidents” (protests) related to the environment. Specific questions were modified as information was collected from family members and other key informants, with questions posed to earlier key informants focused upon identifying salient issues, and questions to later key informants seeking to probe emerging themes.

The authors hand-coded the qualitative data from the interviews and conducted a content analysis to identify key themes. In the first analysis of the data, an initial set of codes was generated to capture key constructs. Subsequent analyses were undertaken to examine the consistency of reports across themes and examine negative evidence.¹⁶

Human Rights Watch funded this work as part of its global efforts to document human rights conditions and advocate for the respect for human rights for all. Human Rights Watch does not generally identify its work as “research,” defined as seeking to develop “generalizable knowledge.”¹⁷ Rather, its investigations aim to examine laws and policies, document and respond to specific human rights issues, monitor human rights conditions, and assess human rights protections. Each of these purposes is consistent with what has been defined as “public health non-research” or practice, which is typically exempt from research ethics committee review.¹⁸,¹⁹ However, because public health non-research and practice also raise ethical and human participant protection issues, all investigations conducted by Human Rights Watch staff, including this investigation, are subject to internal review. This review includes the research protocol and is conducted prior to disseminating information that may identify or affect the security of research participants or other interlocutors. Human rights monitoring by independent international organizations is not allowed in China, and we did not seek ethics review by a local research ethics committee because we felt it could endanger, rather than protect, both research participants and researchers.²⁰ All research was undertaken with the informed consent of participants. Interviews were conducted in a private setting and full anonymity was offered to individuals who discussed their personal experiences. Pseudonyms are used in presenting testimony below.
Results

Access to testing

For families in China trying to understand and react to the environmental health crisis created by industrial lead poisoning, information is limited, often confusing, and potentially dangerous. Because information about environmental impact assessments and factory emissions are not available, the majority of individuals we spoke with discovered there was a major environmental health concern after their child became sick or when they heard from neighbors that children in the area had lead poisoning.

In each area we visited in Henan, Shaanxi, Hunan, and Yunnan Provinces, blood lead testing programs for children were ongoing. However, none of the testing programs were advertised; parents uniformly reported that information on testing spread by word-of-mouth, including that only some children were eligible. Often, only children under 14 were eligible, and only if they lived within an arbitrary radius of one kilometer from the largest smokestack defined as the “area of risk.” Some parents said that when they went for testing they were told that the testing machines were broken.

As more and more children were found to have elevated blood lead levels, demand for testing grew. Many people we interviewed said that barriers to testing then increased. One man, Liu, told us:

Our village is not within the government’s one-kilometer line, but when it turned out that children in other villages had lead poisoning we wanted to find out if our children also had lead poisoning. There were 56 children in total who needed to get testing. About half of them went, and almost all of them showed serious lead poisoning. But then when we wanted to bring in the second group the government wouldn’t test them. They kept making up excuses, like the testing machines were broken. (Liu, Henan province)

Even when parents were able to access testing for their children, they often reported difficulties in obtaining test results. Many parents in Yunnan and Shaanxi said that results from their children’s lead tests were withheld completely. Others were allowed to see the results from initial testing but were prevented from seeing the results from follow-up testing. Parents in Yunnan reported that they were told follow-up tests were “normal” although they were never allowed to see the result themselves. One mother said:

The doctor told us all the children in this village have lead poisoning. Then they told us a few months later that all the children are healthy. They wouldn’t let us see the results from the tests, though. (Tan, Yunnan province)

In some cases, parents sensed that their children were still at risk, but because they had been told that the results showed they were “better,” they did not actively push for treatment.

Parents we spoke to in each province said that they suspected health workers of providing false blood lead test results. In a number of cases, those parents had their children tested again by a hospital or a Chinese Center for Disease Control clinic in a different area; in each case, the second test revealed far higher levels of lead in the blood.

In Henan, a father described the experience of his daughter, Rong, who was 10 years old when she was tested for lead poisoning. According to his account, Rong received government-sponsored free testing. He said:

She was very thin and not eating and had trouble sleeping. When she got tested, her level was over the normal limit, but it wasn’t very high. It was 14.8 μg/dL. We didn’t think that test result could be right, and we had heard of other children being given results that were false, so we took her to another place to be tested. The result of the second test was 25.4 μg/dL. These tests were on the same day! (Zhen, Henan province)

The parents we spoke with were not told what methods of blood lead testing were conducted, so it is possible that differences were due to different test types or methods.
Access to information

Just as information on testing was communicated by word-of-mouth, as many parents told us, so was information on the sources of lead and the medical consequences of high blood lead levels. The information, though, was almost always uncertain and incomplete. Next to a lead processing factory in Henan, we spoke to the grandmother (and primary caretaker) of a one-year-old girl, who had a lead level of over 40 μg/dL at the age of nine months, and a 9-year-old boy with less severe lead poisoning. Her grandson, but not her granddaughter, was provided with milk from the government. She said:

I know that 40 μg/dL is above the normal standard. I don't know what that means. During Chinese New Year we got some extra milk for my grandson from the government, but they didn't tell us anything about what lead poisoning is or where it comes from. (Xu, Henan province)

In Yunnan, one mother, Lei, told us:

The local government said that all the children in this village were tested and that they have a little bit of lead poisoning and they should eat more apples and drink milk. But I don't understand, are our children still sick? No one will answer our questions. (Lei, Yunnan province)

In Henan, we asked a medical worker in a hospital for information about lead poisoning treatment. When she produced a booklet, we asked if every family affected by lead poisoning was given the booklet. She said, “These books are not widely distributed. If people want to know more information about treatment they can look on the Ministry of Health website.”

But the vast majority of families affected by industrial pollution and lead poisoning in the areas we visited have no access to the internet or a computer; some grandparents we spoke with, who were charged with their grandchildren’s care, were illiterate.

The Ministry of Health does have detailed information about lead poisoning on its website. The guidelines specify that health workers should educate parents on lead poisoning, including the health consequences. But rather than focusing on removing the lead hazard, the treatment guidelines emphasize children’s sanitation, indicating that lead poisoning can be avoided if children wash their hands and clean under their fingernails.22

Medical treatment

In addition to the advice to drink milk and eat apples, some parents we spoke with had been advised to buy, or had been given, medicines, which they were told would treat their children's high blood lead levels. It was not always clear what the medicine was, or how long it needed to be taken.

In Shaanxi, a grandfather told us:

We were given some medication by local officials to give to our grandson. We don't know what it is, but we had him take it for a month until the supply ran out and so he stopped taking it. Then a few months later, they brought another box of it. We don't know when or if they'll bring more. (Dong, Shaanxi province)

One father we interviewed in Henan spoke of his experience trying to get treatment for his son:

My son has a high lead level and is sick all the time. The government is not giving us any help or medication, so I went to see a doctor in Zhengzhou [the provincial capital] and he told me to get a certain medication, which I did. It's really expensive, 1000 RMB ($150) for four months. He said my son should take it for a year. We really can't afford it, but we borrowed money and bought the medication. It has been four months and there is no change in my son’s health. (Su, Henan province)

Some parents in Hunan and Henan said that their children had been hospitalized for lead poisoning treatment. According to a father in Henan:

The local government told us that any children who had a blood lead level over 40 μg/dL would be hospitalized. They did not tell us what kind of treatment...
they would receive. My one-and-a-half-year-old had a high level, so we brought her to the hospital. But there they did not give her any treatment and moved her to a hotel where there were other children with lead poisoning. We found out that a provincial level official came to town and our local officials wanted to hide these children! They kept them at the hotel for a month. My daughter was never given any treatment. (Dong, Henan province)

Other parents and grandparents told us that they were told by government workers that there simply was no medicine, or no medicine that worked. A grandmother in Shaanxi, whose grandson has lead poisoning, told us:

We asked about medicine, something to make him better. They said they wouldn’t give us any because medicine for lead poisoning doesn’t work. (Su, Henan province)

Censorship of media and formal complaints

Chinese laws, such as the 2008 Measures on Open Environmental Information, state clearly that citizens should have access to government information on environmental issues. The government explains this regulation is intended, in part, to “maintain the rights and interests of citizens” and to “promote the public’s involvement in environmental protection.”

One aspect of this public participation guaranteed in the Measures on Open Environmental Information is that citizen complaints posted on Environmental Protection Bureau websites will be made public and the ensuing investigation and results will also be posted. In a few cases, individuals we spoke with were aware of these laws and sought to organize and to protest conditions or file complaints with the government for redress.

In an area we visited in Hunan, a group of villagers had made a written complaint on the local Environmental Protection Bureau website. The complaint, entitled “Pollution from the manganese smelter is harming people and crop,” reads:

In 2008, a manganese smelter was built next to our township middle school. Black smoke came from the factory production and affected people around the area, and now our crops are dying too. The Agricultural Board already said our harvests would have to take a big cut this year. In order for us to harvest our crops, and for the health of our people, and also for the health of middle school students in the future, we ask our superiors to close this manganese smelter.

The local Environmental Public Bureau acknowledged on its website that the complaint was received, but according to people we interviewed, government officials have not taken direct action in addressing the local accounts of lead pollution; neither have the investigations into the allegations of pollution or the findings been made public, as required by law.

The Measures on Open Environmental Information also states that media should be used to disseminate environmental information. Yet journalists’ attempts to report on pollution have been undermined by intimidation and threats from government officials. Journalists who reported on lead poisoning in three of the four locations where our research was conducted told us that police had followed them or forced them to leave the area when they attempted to interview people. A journalist who had been to a pollution site in Hunan said that after he left the area, police had questioned the people he had interviewed, and that his driver had been questioned. A journalist who had been reporting on the lead poisoning in Shaanxi was forced to leave the province.

In one province, a government official told us, “Journalists are not allowed to come here and not allowed to go into villages to talk to people. There was a small problem here last year, but it’s all been resolved. There is nothing to see here.” In another province, government officials said that journalists could only interview individuals about pollution if the local propaganda department cleared the questions in advance, and if a local government official accompanied them.

Protests and intimidation

The majority of parents we interviewed reported great fear in pursuing the issue of industrial pollution
and lead poisoning in their local area, citing arrests and threats that had been already made to them or to others in the community. In Shaanxi, villagers told us that local officials had explicitly warned them not to share information or discuss the lead poisoning issue, not only with foreign journalists, but also with other villagers. According to villagers we spoke with, attempts to understand the extent of the health crisis, the risk from the factory, and the health consequences for their children were met with hostility and threats, if not outright detention.

In Henan, some families described their participation in protests against factory owners, which they hoped would lead to improved treatment for lead poisoning and ensure compensation to those affected. Parents also told us they protested the inaccuracy of test results, trying to get explanations on how such variation was possible. According to parents, security forces did not respond to these questions and demands, but routinely shut the protests down, detaining and arresting some participants. Many families said that the government tactic had worked, and that fear of arrest or detention had ended efforts to push for information, treatment, compensation, or remediation.

One woman in Henan said:

The government isn’t doing anything. We are all scared to ask for help, because people have been detained. Other people have tried to ask the government for help and medicine but they were detained. Now we are all scared to do anything. (Wang, Henan province)

People we interviewed in Hunan described an incident, also reported in the press, where police stopped a busload of parents who were on their way to the provincial capital. The parents, after encountering hostility from local officials in their villages, were planning to request help and information from provincial authorities. Community members told us that several people were arrested, and at the time of our research—more than six months after this incident—one was still in jail. The villagers we spoke to said they were terrified of being arrested, and had decided there was not much more they could do to improve the situation. One man who had been detained told us:

They wouldn’t let us out of jail unless our families paid a lot of money. I was in jail for six months. Now, of course, everyone is terrified of the police, so no one is protesting anymore. (Xuan, Hunan province)

The villagers we spoke to also mentioned their suspicions that the local factory, which they had been told was shut down, was actually operating at night. However, given the fear of arrest and other consequences, they were no longer raising this issue with the local government.

Financial remediation and relocation

In Henan, residents of a village adjacent to a large smelter were offered a lump sum of 6,000 RMB ($880) to compensate them for the pollution. Upon accepting this money, residents agreed to waive future demands on the factory for health, compensation, or relocation services. Most of the people we spoke with accepted this lump sum, which they considered a large amount, but said that it was not enough to relocate and establish a livelihood in another area. In considering whether to accept the compensation, and whether to move, most families we spoke with were not fully aware of the causes and consequences of lead poisoning. The company that runs the smelter has a 30-year lease with the local village leaders.

In Shaanxi, all the families we spoke with were told that they would be moved, but none were given information about when the move would happen or how they would make a living after they were moved away from their small plots of land. One man told us:

They are keeping the factory operating and forcing us to move. We have no way to make a living in the place we are supposed to move to because there is no land for us to farm. The government said they will bring us back here so we can farm and make a living, but our land here is full of lead. (Dong, Shaanxi province)

Children living in this same affected area were sent to a different school, but continued to live in the villages near factories operating without pollution controls. In a village in Henan province, children in one heavily polluted area were sent to a nearby school, but
families expressed concern during our interviews that the new school had not been tested for lead and could also be contaminated.

**Discussion**

Our research in four Chinese provinces found poor access to information on lead exposure, poisoning, and treatment; government censorship and intimidation of journalists, environmental activists, and parents of children affected by lead; and inadequate and incomplete implementation of environmental remediation, remuneration, and relocation strategies. We found that health centers refused to conduct screening for lead poisoning, often because of arbitrary eligibility criteria. Health facilities were promoting and providing inappropriate treatment. These abuses violate international human rights protections and Chinese laws and regulations.

**International human rights protections**

The Convention on the Rights of the Child (CRC), which China ratified in 1992, and the International Covenant on Economic, Social, and Cultural Rights (ICESCR), which China ratified in 2001, both guarantee the right to the highest attainable standard of health. The Committee on Economic, Social, and Cultural Rights (CESCR), which oversees states’ compliance with the ICESCR clarified in its General Comment 14 on the Right to Health, that states are obligated to “[refrain from denying or limiting equal access for all persons…to preventative…and curative health.” The Chinese government’s refusal to provide access to testing for all children affected by lead poisoning is clearly in opposition to its obligations under international law. Article 24 of the CRC reads: “States Parties recognize the right of the child…to facilities for the treatment of illness and rehabilitation of health. States Parties shall strive to ensure that no child is deprived of his or her right of access to such health care services.”

Access to health information is also a right that is guaranteed under international law. The ESCR Committee specifically states that “the deliberate withholding or misrepresentation of information vital to health protection or treatment” is a violation of the right to health under Article 12 of the ICESCR. More general access to information is protected by the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights (ICCPR), which China signed in 1998 but has yet to ratify. Internationally, it is increasingly acknowledged that freedom of information is critical to environmental protection. For example, the Convention on Access to Information, Public Participation in Decision Making and Access to Justice in Environmental Matters, which has been ratified by more than 40 countries (but not China), affirms that parties to the Convention recognize the essential link between the environment and human rights. The Convention also makes clear that to enjoy basic human rights, citizens must be able to access information and participate in decision making around environmental matters.

**Protections under Chinese domestic law**

In addition to international law, Chinese law also provides human rights protections that are relevant to the ongoing lead poisoning crisis. For example, the Chinese constitution and a number of provisions in Chinese domestic law provide for the protection of the right to health. China’s Law on the Protection of Minors states that children “shall enjoy the right to life, the right to development, the right to being protected, and the right to participation, and the State gives them special and preferential protection in light of the characteristics of their physical and mental development.” The Children’s Rights section of the 2009-2010 National Human Rights Action Plan also reinforces the rights of children, including the right to health.

Chinese environmental laws, such as the 2008 Measures on Open Environmental Information, state clearly that citizens should have access to government information on environmental issues. Article 1 of the Measures on Open Environmental Information states that these regulations are intended, in part, to “maintain the rights and interests of citizens” and to “promote the public’s involvement in environmental protection.” The 2009-2010 National Human Rights Action Plan reiterates the Chinese government’s commitment to citizens’ “right to be informed” and states the goal to “improve relevant laws and regulations so as to guarantee citizens’ right of information.” Chinese law also has specific provisions for resettlement, including citizen hearings and participation in the proposed resettlement and guaranteed compensation for vacated land.
The denial of access to blood lead testing and appropriate treatment also violates ethical norms and standards for health care workers. In the past two decades, a range of Chinese laws, policies, and proclamations related to the ethical obligations of health care providers have been passed, including the 1995 Maternal and Infant Health Care Law and the 1999 Patient and Consumer Protection Act (and subsequent revision). In 2002, the Chinese Medical Doctor Association was created, with the fundamental principles of promoting professional ethics and protecting patients.

**From law to practice**

While these protections under international and domestic law provide a critical foundation for accountability, their enforcement has often been lacking, and loopholes and intimidation often mean that the protections laid out are not fully upheld. The evolving practice of environmental litigation is one means of redress that is slowly growing in use. While environmental litigation in China has not often resulted in stopping ongoing pollution or remediating previously contaminated sites, it has provided an opportunity for victims to be monetarily compensated. Litigation has also served to push relevant government agencies and actors to respond to an incident of environmental degradation. The establishment of special environmental courts suggests willingness by the Chinese government to provide a path towards remedy for people affected by environmental degradation; however, many of these courts only rarely accept cases. Litigation continues to come with considerable risk for Chinese citizens and lawyers: Human rights lawyers and activists often disappear or are detained; the individuals we interviewed commonly expressed fear of retribution for activism, and doubts about the likelihood of an independent or fair judicial process.

At the international level, relevant UN agencies and agencies monitoring compliance with international law could take a larger role in documenting human rights abuses and advocating with the Chinese government on human rights issues. Of course, this is not easily done: Human rights advocacy faces myriad obstacles in China. International organizations often face strict controls on where they can work, and their activities and public criticism of the government can lead to expulsion. In the mid-2000s, for example, UNAIDS faced expulsion after publishing a report criticizing the Chinese government’s handling of the AIDS epidemic. The US Embassy’s posting of hourly air-quality information has led to sharp rebukes from the Chinese government, including allegations that the US is illegally interfering in China’s domestic affairs. Many UN agencies therefore limit their role to that of “technical advisors” engaged in quiet diplomacy. When UN Special Rapporteurs and others have criticized the Chinese government’s human rights record, the criticisms have often been sharply contested. The new appointment of a UN Independent Expert on the Environment may provide an additional opportunity to engage the Chinese government on environmental issues.

**Repression versus rights**

As our findings show, in the areas we visited, protests were used as a tool by citizens who felt that there was no alternative for people affected by industrial pollution. The motivations for these protests are often not simply about pollution, but are focused on corruption, poor regulation, and lack of accountability or transparency. What used to be a smaller conflict over health issues is, in the context of environmental degradation, quickly becoming a prairie fire of protests over associated rights.

Protests related to environmental degradation, which affects whole communities and transcends socioeconomic strata, mark a departure from previous health-related activism. While civil society response to HIV and SARS was similarly sparked by government denial and neglect, protests in response to environmental health threats have gathered a much broader and larger constituency. Heavy-handed government responses attempting to stem citizen unease around environmental degradation have galvanized local communities, turning small-scale upset into large and often violent uprisings. As awareness of environmental protection laws has grown, frustration with their lack of enforcement has created anger at the impunity of industrial and political officials.

The government’s response to this emerging citizen power and consciousness has been mixed. In some cases, protests have resulted in the government ordering projects to be terminated and factories to be shut down. However, these actions have often been reactive. To address the widespread lead poisoning epidemic, the government must ensure broader,
In the cases we documented, both financial remuneration and relocation were aimed at appeasing angry citizens to maintain social order, but did not address—and actually obscured—the issue of the lead poisoning threat. Rather than provide real assistance and solutions to the problem of ongoing lead exposure, the government offered citizens money to waive further complaints against polluting factories, while allowing factories to stay open.

Since the process of relocation is not simple and environmental remediation is not cheap, these strategies to address widespread lead poisoning can not be seen as likely to be implemented in the near term. Yet the UN Basic Principles and Guidelines on Development-based Evictions and Displacement provides that “all persons, groups and communities have the right to resettlement, which includes the right to alternative land of better or equal quality and housing that must satisfy the following criteria for adequacy; accessibility, affordability, habitability, security of tenure, cultural adequacy, suitability of location, and access to essential services such as health and education.” The urgency of limiting further environmental contamination through regulation of industry, occupational health protections, health education, screening, and targeted treatment thus becomes even greater. To achieve each of these goals requires respect for human rights and cooperation with active and engaged civil society organizations.

Conclusion

The Chinese government’s industrial and economic development efforts since the mid-1970s have lifted many Chinese citizens out of poverty and increased the standard of living for the population in general. They have also led to severe environmental degradation, which in turn has caused unrest, particularly in rural areas. Our research is limited both in terms of geographic scope (focusing upon four Chinese provinces) and sample size. However, media reports document ongoing acute lead poisoning incidents, and limited population surveys of blood lead among children suggest a problem of national scope. Environmental policies that give priority to economic development, combined with poor local regulation and enforcement of environmental laws, have contributed to a far-reaching, and ongoing, environmental health crisis.
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